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( -"") Tossups by Penn

TOSSUP 1
Originally it was the name of Ian Fleming's Jamaica estate
where most of the James
Bond novels were written. Later, it was designated as the title for a film.
FTP, provide the name of the first James Bond movie to star Pierce Brosnan.
Answer: _GOLDENEYE_

TOSSUP 2
When the weather is fair, it is the world's twelfth largest lake.
During droughts,
it is only the eighteenth largest. FTP, name this lake which borders Niger,
Nigeria, Cameroon, and the nation that shares its name.
Answer: Lake _CHAD_

TOSSUP 3
Besides their last names, Van and Jim Morrison do not have much in
common, except for one song written by Van and covered by Jim.
FTP, name it.
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Ans:

"GLORIA"

TOSSUP 4
There is no way to mix one successfully on Earth. For ten points,
identify this drink -- described as being hit in the head by a slice of
lemon wrapped around a large gold brick by Ford Prefect in The
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy.
Ans: _PAN-GALACTIC GARGLE BLASTER_

TOSSUP 5
An ancient decreed excommunication for any Jew who walked under
this monument. FTP, name this Roman monument, constructed by
Emporer Dominitian, that commemorates the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70 AD.
Ans: The _ARCH OF TITUS_ OR: _TITIAN ARCH_

TOSSUP 6
This country just broke a record for executions in one year; the new total is
116, every one a beheading. FTP, name this ~vahabi
Islamic kingdom on the Persian Gulf whose capital is Riyadh.
{

\
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Answer: _SAUDI ARABIA_
TOSSUP 7
Varieties include Blackfooted, King, Adelie (ahd-AY-lee),
and Snares Island, all
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of which live
on or near Antarctica. The most familiar type is the four foot tall
Emperor. FTP, provide the common name for these aquatic flightless birds.

TOSSUP 8
This monk coined the religious phrase "born again" in and proceded
to wear the frock for three years after being excommunicated for his
radical views. FTP, name this Wittenberg resident who nailed his 95
Theses to a church door.
Ans: Martin _LUTHER_

TOSSUP 9
The name's·the same: the first plane to make a trans-Atlantic
crossing and a politician whose successor has been elected but has
not yet taken his job. FTP, name it .
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TOSSUP 10
In 1954, he addressed a crowd in Alexandria when Mahmud Latif riddled the
dais with bullets, barely missing him.
This failed assassination was staged only
days after he nationalized the Suez Canal. FTP, name this leader who
deposed King Farouk in 1952.
Answer: Gamel Abdel _NASSER_

TOSSUP 11
In 1797 he captained the Nore during a mutiny. As governo= of New
South Wales, his troops mutinied in the Rum Rebellion of 1808. FTP,
name this man, the victim of a 1789 mutiny aboard his ship the
H.M.S. Bounty.
Ans: William _BLIGH_

TOSSUP 12
George Bush set a record by having his first 35 vetoes sustained. In
October 1992, Congress overrode his 36th veto. FTP, the affected bill
regulated which industry, whose largest company is media giant TCI?
Ans: _CABLE TELEVISION_ or _CABLE TV_
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TOSSUP 13
The quantum state of a system cannot be known until a
measurement is made, and the act of making a measurement ~s part
of the system. FTP, this is a statement of what interpreta~ion of
quantum mechanics, named for Niels Bohr's home town?
Ans: _COPENHAGEN_ Interpretation
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TOSSUP 14
"Acting in terms of section 94(3) read in
conjunction with section 88(4) (0) of
the Constitution, Act 200 of 1993, I have
decided to terminate your
appointment as Deputy Minister of Arts, Culture, Science, ~.d
Technology, with
immediate effect." FTP, name the author or recipient of a :995
letter containing
this quote.
Answer: Winnie and Nelson _MANDELA_

TOSSUP 15
His Exemplary Stories include "':'he Glass Graduate",
"The Little Gypsy Girl", and
"The Jealous Extremaduran". He also wrote plays and the pastoral novel La
Galatea. FTP, name this Spanish author, practically unkno~~ until the 1605
publishing of Don Quixote.
Answer: Miguel de _CERVANTES_ Saavedra

TOSSUP 16
"In the name of God, AMEN. We whose names are underwritter... the
loyal subjects of our dread sovereign lord King James, by ~he Grace of
God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, Kin, defender ::of the faith",
etc. So begins, FTP, what agreement, signed by the leaders of the first
British colony in New England?
Ans: _MAYFLOWER COMPACT_

TOSSUP 17
Amongst the works in his collection Nine Stories are "The :'aughing Man", "Just
Before the War with the Eskimos", and "A Perfect Day for E~Ilanafish". FTP
name this reclusive author more famous for such novels as ==anny and Zooey
and The Catcher in the Rye.
Answer: Jerome David _SALINGER_

TOSSUP 18
After reports that $350 million in false profits were gene=ated by
their Fixed Income division, part of this company was sold ~y GE.
FTP, name this company, now owned by Paine Webber, whose ~=ad
of government trading, Joseph Jett, was fired in April 199~ for
running the false profit scheme.
A: _KIDDER PEABODY_ & Comapny

TOSSUP 19
The Philadelphia Daily News.
The Chicago Sun-Times. The ~~ew York
Post. The National Enquirer.
I'm not trying to imply an~~ing about
the content, but can you tell ffie, FTP, what word describes ~he layout
of all the above newspapers?
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A: _TABLOID_ (prompt on "newspaper")

TOSSUP 20
It dates back to the thirteenth century B.C. when rival Gaelic tribes struck a
cork and leather ball called a sliothar with long sticks called camans. Modern
teams are limited to fifteen players. FTP name this violent game similar to
lacrosse, the national pastime of Ireland.

TOSSUP 21
Originally titled First Impressions, in this work Elizabeth Bennet and
Darcy get over their initial dislike and difference in social station to
find love. FTP, name this novel, published anonymously by Jane
Austen.
ANSWER: _PRIDE AND PREJUDICE_
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TOSSUP 22
As a marketing ploy, this company registered an internet address
with their main competitor's name, where a user could find reports
that claimed that this company was actually better. FTP name this
testing service, which used to have the internet address kaplan. com
(kaplan-dot-com) .
A: _PRINCETON REVIEW_

TOSSUP 23
This artist is famous for using bright colors in his works,
such as The Algerian
Woman, an oil painting, and Polynesia, the Sea, a paper cut-out collage. The
Museum of Modern Art in New York houses The Red Studio, one of his most
famous works. FTP, name this French painter and founder of the Fauvist
movement.
Answer: Henri _MATISSE_

TOSSUP 24
Originally it related the unemployment rate and the percentage change of
wages. Now it's usuallyaltered to relate either unemployment or national
income to inflation. FTP, name this curve, named for the economist who first
developed it.
Answer: _PHILLIPS_ Curve
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Bonuses by Penn
BONUS 1
(30) Two prominent groups working to promote awareness of AIDS
are ACT-UP and GMHC. For 15 points apiece, for what do these
acronyms stand?
Ans:

_AIDS COALITION TO UNLEASH POWER_,
_GAY MENS HEALTH CRISIS_

BONUS 2
(30) Kurt Vonnegut has the habit of giving his novels subtitles. FTP each,
name the novel subtitled with the following phrases.
1.

The Children's Crusade

Answer: _SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE_
2.

Pearls Before Swine

Answer: _GOD BLESS YOU, MR. ROSEWATER_
3.
Answer:

Lonesome No More
SLAPSTICK_

BONUS 3
(20) Gerald Ford was either the luckiest or unluckiest president ever,
being shot twice within 18 days, but surviving both attempts. FTP
apiece, name the two women who attempted to assassinate him in
1975.
Ans: Sara Jane _MOORE_ and Lynette "Squeaky" _FROMME_

BONUS 4
(30) Even before Don McLean popularized the phrase "the day the
music died", it referred to the tragic death of Buddy Holly. FTP for
the correct year, 20 for the correct month, and all 3D, give the exact
date that "the music died . "
Ans: _FEBRUARY 3, 1959

BONUS 5
n
-tQ ..../"
(30) Katherine Hepburn has won ~ Best Actress Oscars. Her last was
for On Golden Pond. FTP apiece, name the other three movies for
which she was so rewarded.
Ans:

MORNING GLORY_,
_GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER,_
The _LION IN WINTER_
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BONUS 6
(30) Given the name of a Japanese city, identify the island on which it
is located
for five points each and a bonus five for all correct.
1.

Sapporo

Answer :

-

2.

Hiroshima

HOKKAIDO_

Answer: _HONSHU_
3.

Nagasaki

Answer:

-

4.

Nagoya

Answer:

-

5.

Naha

KYUSHU_

HONSHU_

Answer: - OK I NAWA_

BONUS 7
(30) FTP each, given the name of an astronomical object of interest and its
number, name the constellation in which it can be found.
1.

M- 1, the Crab Nebula

Answer: _TAURUS
2.

M-20, the Trifid Nebula

Answer: _SAGITTARIUS_
3.

M-44, the Praesepe Open Cluster

BONUS 8
(30) Name the composer given the works, FTP each .
1.

The operas Alceste and Orfeo ed Euridice

Answer: Christoph Willibald von _GLUCK_
2.

l

Requiem Canticles and the ballet suite Apollon Musagete

Answer: Igor _STRAVINSKY_
3.

The opera Duke Bluebeard's Castle and the ballet The Wooden Prince

Answer: Bela _BARTOK_
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BONUS 9
(30) FTP each, given the location of a blood v essel, prov ide its name.
1.

This vein connects to the liver

Answer: _HEPATIC_ vein
2.

This vein leads down from the head

Answer: _JUGULAR_ vein
3.

This artery runs through the shoulder, leading to the brachial artery

Answer : _SUBCLAVICAL_ artery

BONUS 10
(30) George McGov ern's original running mate in 1972 was dropped
from the ticket after it was revealed that he had undergone electroshock therapy .
1.

FTP name this man .

Ans. Thomas _EAGLETON_
2.
FTP apiece, name the man who replaced Eagleton, and his more
famous son-in-law .
Ans. Sargent _SHRIVER_ and Arnold _SCHWARZENEGGER_

BONUS 11
(20) FTP each, name the philosopher who first postulated these
arguments for the existence of God.
1.

God must e x ist as the first cause of change in the universe .

Answer : St . Thomas _AQUINAS_
2.
It is better to exist than not e x ist. God is, by definition, perfect.
Therefore, God exists because if he didn't, he wouldn't be perfect.
Answer : Ren _DESCARTES_

BONUS 12
(25) I'll name the position and, FTP each, you name the holder in
Congress, as of October, 1995.
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President pro tempore of the Senate

A: Strom

-

THURMOND-

2. House minority whip

A: David

-

BONIOR_

3. Senate Appropriations Committee Chair

A: Mark _HATFIELD_

BONUS 13
(30) It's the stock market for the next hundred years. Yes, we're
talking about NASDAQ. To profit from this bonus, give what the six
letters in NASDAQ stands for, 5 points each.
A: _NATIONAL ASSOCIATION_ of _SECURITY DEALERS AUTOMATED
QUOTATION_s

BONUS 14
(20) In the book, he strikes out . Fifteen years after his promising
career is cut short after he's shot by a mysterious woman, he returns
to lead the New York Knights to a possible pennant. For twenty
points, give the full name of this main character in Malamud's The
Natural.
ANSWER: _ROY HOBBS_

Bonus 15
(30) Given the first line of a work of literature, provide its title, FTP each. If
you need the author, each will be worth five points.
1.
(10) "I am always drawn back to places where I have lived, the houses
and their neighborhoods."
(5) The author is Truman Capote
Answer: _BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S_
2.

(10)

"We slept ln what had once been the gymnasium."

(5) The author is Margaret Atwood
Answer: The _HANDMAID'S TALE_
3.

(10)

"This is the saddest story I have ever heard."

(5) The author is Ford Madox Ford
Answer: The _GOOD SOLDIER_
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Bonus 16
(30) Answer these questions about the BCCI scandal FTP each.
1. For what do the letters BCCI stand?
Answer: _BANK_ of _CREDIT_ and _COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL_
2. BCCI's prime shareholder was the government of what unit of the United
Arab Emirates?
Answer: _ABU DHABI
3. The First American Bank was also associated with BCCI. Who was the co-head
of The First American Bank along with Robert Altman?
Answer: Clark _CLIFFORD_

Bonus 17
(3 0) Given an autobiography, identify its author FTP each.
1. Pryor Convictions
Answer: Richard

PRYOR_

2. I'm Only One Man
Answer: Regis _PHILBIN_
3. One Man Tango
Answer: Anthony _QUINN_

Bonus 18
(30) Given those protected, name the appropriate saint FTP each .
1. Skiers
Answer: Saint _BERNARD_
2. The blind
Answer: Saint _RAPHAEL_
3. Cab drivers
Answer: Saint _FIACRE_

Bonus 19
(30) Given a description, name these musical terms FTP each.
1. An arch with a dot inside which indicates that the associated
note should be played longer than its normal duration.

2. The playing of rapid scales by sliding the finger along a keyboard or a
stringed instrument.
Answer: _ GLISSANDO_
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3. A polka-like triple time dance associated with Polish folk music
Answer: _MAZURKA_

Bonus 20
(30) Given a description, identify the barbarian tribe FTP each.
~. They originated near the Dneipr River but migrated to Ravenna where King
Theodoric built his capital in 489.

2. Originating on the Elbe, they migrated to Milan granting their name to a
present-day Italian region.

3. Originating betwen the Elbe and Oder, these barbarians migrated through
France and Spain to North Africa.

Bonus 21
(30) Dante describes four regions of Hell in his Devine Comedy:
Upper Hell, The City of Dis, The Great Barrier, and the Well, each
within the other. For five
points each, identify the region in which each of these
features can be found,
plus five for all correct.
1. Here are found the souls of hypocrites and thieves
Answer: The _GREAT BARRIER_
2. The River Acheron and unbaptized souls
Answer: _UPPER HELL_
3. The centaurs and the souls of suicides
Answer: The City of _DIS_
4. The Judecca and the ptolomaea
Answer: The _WELL_
5. Geryon and te Abominable Sands
Answer: The City of _DIS_

Bonus 22
(30) Charlemagne's empire was divided in the Treaty of Verdun among his
grandsons. FTP each, name these three rulers.
Answer: _CHARLES THE BALD_, _LOTHAIR_, _LOUIS THE GERMAN_
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Bonus 23
(30) Name this person on a 30-20 -10 basis.
For 30: 'She is the only person to ever have her age legally lowered by ten
years. She had this done in Las Vegas, a city which she often visits.
For 20: Retroactively, this age loss would have made her a mere eleven
years old when she married Xavier Cougat .
For 10: Born Maria Rosario Pilar Martinez Molina Bazzas, this singer is
known by her one-word stage name.
Answer: _CHARO_ (prompt on Maria Bazzas)

